
CASE STUDY

For more than 17 years, Canadian-owned and partner-managed Ashlar 
Urban has delivered trusted, proven real estate brokerage services to 
institutional, high-net-worth, entrepreneurial clients who occupy or 
own Toronto assets.

The company’s team of professionals works together to provide 
specialized expertise to clients in areas spanning midmarket 
investment sales, office and retail leasing, land development, advisory 
services, acquisition and disposition services, landlord and tenant 
representation, and lease negotiation services.

Of particular note is the company’s robust presence not only across 
the Toronto downtown core, but in Toronto-based periphery areas 
as well. In order to truly understand the trends, opportunities, and 
property mixes that shape these important, yet outlying, markets, 
Ashlar Urban must be able to access very particular details about very 
specific areas and opportunities; details that are not necessarily or 
readily available via traditional research. 

In order to help guide smart decisions, investments and project 
opportunities in these peripheral areas, Ashlar Urban uses CoStar Suite 
to gain the real-time, accurate property, comparable, tenant and 
market facts they require.

Information and Insights that Tell a Story 
Beyond the Core 
To complement their own extensive knowledge and expertise in Toronto 
core and peripheral submarkets gained from neighborhood-level 
experience, Ashlar Urban leverages CoStar Suite to further assess and 
provide recommendations to clients about the viability, opportunity 
and risk associated with existing and potential commercial, multifamily 
and mixed-use projects.
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The relationship between the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) and Ashlar Urban Realty began with a 600 square foot lease in Halifax, Nova 

Scotia. It grew into an exclusive consultative relationship overseeing a multitude of transactions, including the lease of 113,000 square feet of space 

in the Toronto Broadcast Centre to the International Academy of Design and Technology.

The lease of space into the Academy began when the CBC had excess space and the Academy wanted to consolidate in one building. In addition to 

satisfying the needs of multiple third parties with complex requirements, Ashlar structured a lease to provide a tailored solution of space with a 

phased occupancy. With the successful implementation of Ashlar’s negotiating strategy, additional revenue for the CBC was generated in excess of 

$65 million over 15 years. Furthermore, Ashlar has continued to work with the CBC and its tenants after the lease execution to allow occupancy of 

space ahead of schedule, thus capturing additional revenue.

Insights Beyond the Core Give Ashlar Urban a Competitive Edge
Leading Toronto Firm Leverages CoStar Suite for Valuable Market Data

About Ashlar Urban
Based in Toronto and 
focused purely on Toronto 
assets, Ashlar Urban has 
built a reputation of trust, 
savviness and the ability to 
create lasting relationships 
through the delivery of 
customized, intelligent 
solutions that extend 
beyond what’s typically 
expected from a brokerage. 

By combining unmatched 
insights gained through deep 
local expertise with a proven 
understanding of transaction 
execution and marketing 
strategies, Ashlar Urban’s 
professionals are keenly adept 
at representing clients in 
all aspects of commercial 
real estate including 
multi-site acquisitions and 
dispositions, sublease, tenant/
landlord representation, 
lease administration 
and audit, investment 
services, due diligence 
and related consulting 
and advisory services. 
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“It’s typically pretty easy to get information on the Toronto downtown 
core areas, because they’re more established,” explained Mike Scace, 
Partner, Ashlar Urban. “The periphery areas are where in-depth 
knowledge is harder to come by — and for us, that’s the information 
we often need the most.”

Because the company’s clients depend on Ashlar Urban’s guidance 
and expertise across markets and categories, the ability to break 
down and assemble information based on specific area, property 
type and client need is also critical. 

“Since our efforts extend into growing markets on the Toronto 
periphery, we require more expansive information and insights 
about non-traditional commercial markets that others may not be 
bothering to follow,” Scace continued. “CoStar doesn’t delineate 
between what kind of information is important to track; they track 
everything. So if we need very specific information about a building 
or an opportunity in a certain place, area, or neighborhood, we can 
get that information easily, and know that it’s current.”

Understanding Market Trends  
as They Unfold
For Ashlar Urban, being able to break down different market nodes 
and overall vacancy information has also become much easier, 
allowing them to provide succinct information across a range of 
areas for customers that have multiple interests or investments.

Going forward, Ashlar Urban seeks to expand their presence across 
different practice groups, including tenant representation, investment 
markets, and market expansion. 

“When you’re looking at broadening presence, it’s key to understand 
new focus areas clearly in order to maintain reputation and trust,” 
Scace said. “CoStar offers us a basis for understanding the new 
markets we’re interested in, and the speed with which they provide us 
this information is critical. What really impresses us the most is how 
eager they are to solve problems for us, to help us expand our reach, 
and to deliver a consistently high level of service.” 

“The key to our success has always been our ability to go beyond 
the brokerage role and truly partner with our clients to help them 
take on new opportunities with confidence,” he continued. “CoStar 
has gone above and beyond in a similar way, to help us deliver the 
best guidance, the most intimate knowledge, and the accurate 
information necessary to make smart decisions with confidence, 
which is what we pride ourselves on delivering to our clients.” 

About CoStar Suite®

CoStar Suite allows 
commercial real estate 
professionals representing 
various interests and 
industries to get up-to-date, 
verified information on rent 
and sales comps, occupancies, 
concessions, construction 
plans and high-quality 
visual content, providing 
a true competitive view of 
the markets that matter 
to users and their clients.    

CoStar Suite includes:

• CoStar Property®, a 
searchable, rich full-market 
inventory of properties 
and spaces of commercial 
real estate, including 
office, industrial, retail, 
multifamily and land;

• CoStar COMPS®, the 
industry’s largest database 
of commercial real estate 
sale comparables including 
up to one million verified 
sales records, across all 
property types; and aerial 
and map overlays that 
provide an accurate view 
of market activity;

• CoStar Tenant®, a 
comprehensive and 
searchable database 
of commercial tenant 
information is verified by the 
industry’s largest professional 
research organization; and

• CoStar Go®, offering 
the insights of CoStar 
Suite across an integrated 
mobile platform.
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